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NANOENERGY LETTERS is growing. 
A larger community has elected our newsletter as 
its own and thus our editorial board enlarged to 

host new members: Gabriel Abadal Berini, 
Douglas Paul and Georgios Fagas from the 

ZEROPOWER consortium. ZEROPOWER is a 
coordinated action funded by the European 

Commission with the specific purpose of  
coordinating communities of scientists interested in 

energy harvesting and low power, energy efficient ICT. 
This activity is aimed at assessing the impact of our 
research efforts and proposing actions to increase the 

visibility of ICT-Energy related initiatives to the scientific 
community, targeted industries and to the 

public at large through exchange of information, 
dedicated networking events and media 

campaigns. The ZEROPOWER activities 
will inspire more research projects in this 
emerging area by generating broader 
acceptance for the developed technology 

and the benefits of its applications. 
ZEROPOWER will facilitate broader 

interaction and feedback among the “Toward Zero-
Power ICT” consortia members and stakeholders, thereby, 

consolidating progress in the field. Positive benefits to the European 
Community are foreseen in all great challenges of energy, security, 

environment and health 
by developing a strategic research agenda in low power, energy efficient ICT 

and making it happen.

This newsletter is edited with the 
collaboration of the 
NANOENERGY editorial board 
composed by:

- L. Gammaitoni, NiPS 
Laboratory, University of 
Perugia (IT)

- L. Worshech, University of 
Wuerzburg (Ger)

- J. Ahopelto, VTT (FI)

- C. Sotomayor Torres, ICN 
and ICREA Barcellona (SP)

- M. Buttiker, University of 
Geneva (CH)

- F. Marchesoni, University of 
Camerino (IT)

- G. Abadal Berini, Universitat 
Autònoma de Barcelona (SP)

- P. Douglas, University of 
Glasgow (UK)

- G. Fagas, Tyndall National 
Institute University College 
Cork (IR)

- S. Lombardi, NiPS 
Laboratory, University of 
Perugia (IT)
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Future and Emerging Technologies (FET) is the 

ICT incubator and pathfinder for new ideas and themes for long-

term research in the area of  information and communication 

technologies. 

Its mission is to promote high risk research, offset by potential 

breakthrough with high technological or societal impact.

More info at: 
cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/programme/fet_en.html

Do not forget... the FET NEWSLETTER !!!

 FET NEWSLETTER is available here:

http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/programme/docs/fp7-fet-

nl-09_en.pdf

9.8 FET Proactive: 
Minimising Energy Consumption of Computing 
to the Limit (MINECC)

The European Commission,  under the Seventh Framework 
Programme, has launched the FP7 Call 8 on 26 July 2011.
Deadline for submission of  proposals is 17 January 2012.
Among the different Objectives in the call, the ICT 2011.9.8 

FET Proactive call entitled “Minimising Energy Consumption 
of Computing to the Limit” (MINECC) is  of a certain interest 
for the nanoenergy community.

Quoting from the ICT Work Programme 2011-2012:
The energy consumption of computing technologies becomes more and 

more an obstacle to realizing new functionalities in, for instance, mobile or 

distributed applications, and limits performance. It also has an increasing 
impact on energy supply and environment. Since energy efficiency of 
today's technologies is orders of magnitude above the theoretical limits, 
disruptive solutions and radically new approaches are needed to close this 

gap.
Proposals should lay the foundations for radically new technologies 

for computation that strive for the theoretical limits in energy consumption 

while maintaining or even enhancing functionality and performance. 

At least one of  the following outcomes should be addressed:
•New elementary devices and inter-device-communication mechanisms 

operating at the limits of  minimum energy consumption.
•Novel computing paradigms with radically improved energy 

efficiency. Examples include approaches inspired by biology, post-Boolean 
logics and computing under uncertainty, randomness and unreliability as a 

result of  low-energy device properties.
•Software models and programming methodologies supporting the 

strive for the energetic limit (e. g. energy cost awareness or exploiting the 

trade-off  between energy and performance/precision).

Proposals should aim for a proof of concept and investigate the 
viability of the approach. The expected energy gain should be indicated, 

and the proposal should foresee appropriate energy pmetrics or benchmarks 
for verification.

Expected impact
•Understanding of theoretical limits of energy efficiency in 

computation (e.g. energy dissipation, thermodynamic and quantum physics 
limits)

•Foundations of computing technologies with negligible energy 

consumption
•Reduction of the environmental impact caused by the energy 

consumption of  ICT.

Further information available at:
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/fet-proactive/minecc_en.html
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FET PROACTIVE 
INFORMATION DAY-FP7-CALL 8

Brussels, 12 October 2011

On this number:

•The FET11 conference.
•The FET House, a web application 
for the next generation of  researchers
•Future Funding Opportunities for 
FET research
•Latest Developments in FET-
Flagships
•"La vie des projets" section, 
featuring BACTOCOM, 
NANOPOWER, 
NEUROCHEM and REFLECT.

If you are interested in this Call consider to attend the 
INFORMATION DAY in Brussels.
The day will provide first-hand information on the Call 8 
objectives, as well as contractual, legal and administrative 
modalities. The formation of consortia and synergies will be 
facilitated through an open exchange "Proposers' Forum". 
Registration is free of charge but obligatory !
info at: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/fet-proactive/ie-oct11_en.html
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The ZEROPOWER Workshop will be held in 
Cork (IR) on October 25-27 2011.

NiPS Laboratory organized an exhibit on Energy 
harvesting for powering wireless ICT devices 

at the fet11 Conference in Budapest

4-6 May 2011 - Budapest (HU)

NiPS Laboratory organized a scientific exhibit at the fet11 Conference held in 
Budapest last May. The exhibit, devoted to the subject of Energy harvesting for 
powering wireless ICT devices displayed two main facilities.  The first, consisting 

in an optical microscope connected to a large scale monitor, was devoted to 
the visualization of piezoelectric micro scale oscillators realized by VTT 
Laboratory in Finland and tested at NiPS in Italy, in the framework of the 
NANOPOWER project. The second facility showed a vibration energy 

harvester aimed at demonstrating the powering of a set of wireless sensors 
for automotive application realized in collaboration with Wisepower srl, a 
spin-off  company of  the University of  Perugia.

Oct 25-27 2011: ZEROPOWER Workshop

The ZEROPOWER consortium is organizing a ZEROPOWER WORKSHOP to be 
held in Cork, at River Lee Hotel on Oct. 25-27 20011.
The workshop will allow extended discussions between the different consortia involved in 

the project and therefore foster cooperation between them and the groups  participating 
in the consortia. It will open room for the scientific exchange between the single projects 
and will allow the EC to inform the community about new developments.

The participation is open to all the interested scientists. Contribution from groups  active 
in energy harvesting research is very welcome.

For more information and the workshop program please visit: www.zero-power.eu

VELANANOENERGY LETTERS

BBC interviews Helios Vocca from NiPS on the new 
frontiers of  the European Research and energy harvesting. 
Video available at:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/programmes/click_online/
9491296.stm 

European Commission Vice 
President  Neeli Kroes 
(right) visits the NiPS 
Laboratory stand at the fet11 
exhibit, entitled “Energy 
harvesting for powering 
wireless ICT 
devices” (Budapest May 4-6 
2011).
(left) The NiPS Laboratory 
stand visited by the 
participants at the fet11 
Conference.
For info see:
http://www.fet11.eu

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/programmes/click_online/9491296.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/programmes/click_online/9491296.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/programmes/click_online/9491296.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/programmes/click_online/9491296.stm
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Images from the Scientific Session at fet11 on "Sustainable ICT: Micro and 
Nanoscale Energy Management". Budapest May 6, 2011. In this picture Ralph 
Stuebner form the EC, is presenting the future MINECC Call 9.8 FET 
Proactive. Below: Eric Pop from Univ. of  Illinois speaks during the session. 
Bottom: Florin Udrea from Univ. of  Cambridge presents the Guardian Angel 
pilot project for FET Flagship.

NiPS (Noise in Physical System) Laboratory organized a Scientific Session 
at fet11 Conference on "Sustainable ICT: Micro and Nanoscale Energy 

Management". 
The session was held in Budapest on 6 
May 2011 during the Fet11 (European 

Future Technologies Conference and 
Exhibition - www.fet11.eu) and has seen 
the participation of  50 persons.

ICT energy issues formed the basis of  
the session which led together 
international experts interested in the 
realization of  efficient low-power ICT 

devices. They discussed the basic 
mechanisms behind the heat production 
and how it is possible to take advantage 

of  the fluctuations instead of  avoiding 
them. The focus of  the scientific session 
was on the energy management physical 

mechanisms at nanoscale with a view to 
setting the bases for a new thermodynamics of  ICT devices.

Agenda and slides of  the presentations are available here:
http://www.nanopwr.eu/node/173

NEW BOOK

Nanogenerators 
for Self-powered 

Devices and Systems
Zhong Lin Wang 

School of  Materials Science and Engineering 
Georgia Institute of  Technology, Atlanta GA USA 

(first edition, June 2011)  

Ever  since  the  wide  range 
applica2ons   of  laptop  computers 
and  cell  phones,  seeking  of  power 
sources  for  driving  portable 
electronics  is  becoming  increasingly 
important.  The  current  technology 
mainly  relies on rechargeable  ba=eries. But  for the  near 
future,  micro/nano‐systems  will  be  widely  used  in 
health  monitoring,  infrastructure  and  environmental 
monitoring,  internet  of things and defense technologies; 
the  tradi2onal  ba=eries  may  not  meet  or  may  not  be 
the  choice  as  power  sources  for  the  following  reasons. 
First,  with the  increasingly  shrinkage  in  size,  the  size  of 
the  total  micro/nano‐systems  could  be  largely 
dominated  by  the  size  of  the  ba=ery  rather  than  the 
devices.  Second,  the  number  and  density  of  micro/
nano‐systems  to  be  used  for  sensor  network  could be 
large,  thus,  replacing  ba=eries for  these mobile  devices 
becoming  challenging  and  even  imprac2cal.  Lastly,  the 
power  needed  to  drive  a  micro/nano‐system  is  rather 
small,  in  the  range  of  micro‐  to  milli‐Wa=  range.  To 
meet  these  technological  challenges,  the  author 
proposed  the  self‐powering  nanotechnology  in  2005, 
aiming  at  harves2ng  energy  from  the  environment  to 
power the micro/nano‐systems based sensor network.

Says  the  author: Ever  since  we  demonstrated  the 
first  nanogenerators  using  piezoelectric  nanowires  for 
conver8ng  mechanical  energy  into  electricity  (Wang  & 
Song,  Science, 312, 242‐246 (2006)),  a great interest has 
been  excited  worldwide  for  developing  various 
approaches for  energy  harves8ng. A key  idea presented 
in  the  2006  paper  is  the  self‐powered  nanotechnology, 
aiming at powering nanodevices/nanosystems using the 
energy  harvested  from  the  environment  in  which  the 
systems  are  suppose  to  operate.  To  provide  a 
comprehensive  and  coherent  review  about  the 
development  of  nanogeneratos,  I  have  organized  this 
book mainly  based on our published papers to provide  a 
coherent  coverage  about  the  nanogenerators  from 
fundamental  materials,  basic  physics  principles  and 
theory,  scien8fic  approach,  engineering‐scale  up  and 
technological  applica8ons,  so that the  readers can get  a 
full picture about the development of this technology.

 The en2re book  is composed of 11 
chapters with  hundreds  of  figures 
and  i s  ava i l a b l e  fo r  FREE 
DOWNLOAD at:

h=p://smartech.gatech.edu/
handle/1853/39262
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New journal 
launching in 2012

This new journal links the growing 
area of nanotechnology with energy 
science. It will publish a mix of 
original research articles, reviews, 
rapid communications, news, and 
information on key developments.

‘Research in energy will be at the 
core of science and technology for 
decades to come, and will affect the 
quality of life for every one of us. 
My intention is that the journal of 
Nano Energy will become a leading 
platform to communicate global 
research in green and sustainable 
energy using nanomaterials and 
nanotechnology.’ 

Dr Zhong Lin Wang, Editor-in-Chief

The journal is now considering papers for 
publication in 4 different formats: 
★review articles (latest advances in 
energy science).
★rap id communica t ions (exc i t ing 
breakthroughs).
★full-length articles (comprehensive 
research developments)
★news and opinions commenting on 
topical issues.

info at: http://www.elsevier.com

Semiconducting Nanowire 
Platform for Autonomous 
Sensors: SiNAPS

The SiNAPS 
p r o j e c t i s 
f u n d e d 
through the 
E u r o p e a n 
Commission 
FP7 ICT-FET 
P r o a c t i v e 
program, in 
response to 
the 2009 call 
on the topic of 

“towards zero power ICT”. SiNAPS 
commenced in August 2010, with the 
aim of developing standalone “dust”-
sized chemical sensing platforms that 
harvest energy from ambient light and 
will enable miniaturisation below the 
current mm3 barrier. SiNAPS proposes 
to use high-density semiconductor 
nanowire arrays as efficient photovoltaic 
units and low-power chemical sensing 
elements on small volume modules  to be 
integrated in a miniaturised platform 
(beyond the state-of-the-art at ~108 μm3) 
that transmits  the acquired information 
wirelessly for further processing. Further 
developments in energy harvesting and 
sensing technology mean that 106 μm3 
and below is possible.

The partners in SiNAPS are Tyndall 
National Institute, coordinator (Ireland), 
Institut fuer Photonische Technologien 
(IPHT, Germany), École Polytechnique 
F é d é r a l e d e L a u s a n n e ( E P F L , 
Switzerland),  Imperial College London 
(UK) and Nanosens (SME, the 
Netherlands). Each partner brings its 
own world leading expertise to the 
different aspects of  SiNAPS.

The sc ience and technology 
objectives of  SiNAPS are:

(i) To demonstrate a nanoscale 
energy harvesting system based on silicon 

NANOENERGY LETTERS
nanowires,  (ii) to develop power-efficient, 
h i g h l y - s e l e c t i ve , h i g h l y - s e n s i t i ve 
functionalized nanowires  as  chemical 
sensors, (iii) to develop a microfluidic 
delivery system for the miniaturised 
chemical sensor, (iv) to develop efficient 
power management and data processing 
electronics for micron-sized devices and (v) 
to integrate the individual modules into an 
autonomous platform with dimensions of 
1mm3.

The image shows a concept of the 
SiNAPS mote, with the energy harvesting 
and power management module, the 
microfluidics delivery and sensing module 
and the electronics required. We will 
discuss in this article progress in each of 
these areas.

Initial work has focused on the 
individual modules, with the two key 
aspects of integration and miniaturization 
always at the forefront. SiNAPS is taking an 
approach whereby the modules  are scaled 
to smaller dimensions as the project 
proceeds, which necessitates  a constant 
evaluation of integration and packaging 
strategies. Nanosens leads the activities in 
integration and have provided initial 
CMOS platforms at the initial target 
dimensions for the individual modules.

For the energy harvesting module, 
IPHT has fabricated and characterised 
nanowire solar cells  based on a core-shell 
structure of crystalline Si core and 
amorphous Si shell. The initial solar cells 
show good efficiencies of up to 7 % and 
open circuit voltages of ca.  0.5 V. The solar 
cells have been connected in series  to allow 
a desired Voc to be obtained.

In the microfluidics and nanosensor 
work, Imperial has developed microfluidic 
chips that have been integrated with the 
nanosensor platform. Tyndall have devised 
a c h e m i c a l s y n t h e s i s r o u t e f o r 
functionalized nanowires, that is, the active 
sensor elements. 

For the electronics, EPFL have 
completed the electronics design of the 
power management system and the 
necessary chips  are fabricated.  An energy 
storage solution is  provided with a 
miniaturised battery, which has been 
integrated with the power management 
electronics.

Further progress in SiNAPS is focusing 
on solar cell efficiencies and the initial 
integration of the individual modules into 
the first stand-alone autonomous SiNAPS 
device.

Georgios Fagas 
for SiNAPS 

http://www.elsevier.com
http://www.elsevier.com
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Hot quantum dots

The search 
f o r n e w 
e f fi c i e n t 
w a y s  t o 
power small 
autonomous 
e l e c t r o n i c 
d e v i c e s 
records an 
i m p o r t a n t 

achievement. In the framework of 
NANOPOWER, a novel class of energy 
harvesters based on purely quantum effects 
has been developed. 
These “quantum harvesters”, as  they have 
been called, are based on the exploitation 
of strong interaction between charge 
fluctuations in small, coupled conductors 
that are at different temperatures in order 
to create a finite current in one of them. 
Specifically, the converter consists of a hot 
quantum dot that acts  as the driver of 
current through a second quantum dot 
that is  electrically isolated from the driver. 
The energy level structure in the two dots 
can be engineered to find configurations 
for which the efficiency of the heat-into-
charge-current conversion reaches the 
Carnot limit. An important novel aspect of 
this  method is the spatial separation of 
heat and charge current, while in ordinary 
thermoelectric converters an electric 
current flows between electrodes at 
different temperatures  and these flows are 
along the same direction.
In the s cheme p ropo sed by the 
NANOPOWER partner group, led by 
Markus Buttiker (in photo), at the 
University of Geneva, a quantum dot is 
coupled to two reservoirs  via tunnel 
contacts which permit carrier exchange 
and is coupled capacitively to a gate such 
that there is only energy exchange between 
the conductor and the gate but remarkably 
no particle exchange (see Figure).  The gate 
is  itself structured into a quantum dot that 
permits carrier exchange with its reservoir. 
One of the quantum dots is connected to 
two terminals (at voltages  V1 = V2) in 
order to support an electric current, I. The 
other quantum dot is connected to a single 
terminal (at voltage Vg) which is at a 
higher temperature than the other two. 
Thus, the charge fluctuations in this  dot 
are increased with respect to those in the 
other two terminals. The hot terminal 
supports  a heat current, Jg, but no charge 
transport. 
The study realized in Geneva explores the 
non-equilibrium states of this system and 
investigate the relation between the charge 

current flowing through the two terminals 
of the conductor, and the heat current 
flowing through the gate terminal at 
temperature Tg > T. 

What the Geneva group has found is that, 
under proper conditions, an electron that 
tunnels  into the conductor quantum dot 
from left can only be transmitted to the 
right after absorbing a quantized amount 
of energy from the gate. This process 
allows a heat-to-charge current conversion, 
whose ratio is determined solely by the 
ratio of the charge to the energy quanta. 
These results allow the design of a new 
class  of solid-state environmental energy to 
current converters of high efficiency. 
Exporting these ideas  to other mesoscopic 
systems  opens new possibilities  for highly 
efficient solid-state thermoelectric devices: 
a long-sought dream of  energy harvesting. 

R. Sánchez and M. Büttiker, Phys. Rev. B 
83, 085428 (2011)

Nanoelectromechanical 
systems for energy harvesting

 
NOEMS for 
E n e r g y 
Laboratory 
( NA N E RG 
LAB) , the 
C a t a l a n 
partner, in 
t h e F E T 
f u n d e d 
Coordination 

Action ZEROPOWER is  an emerging 
research group that since 2009 explores 
the poss ib i l i t i e s o f nano-e lec tro-
mechanical devices as  transducers  in the 
energy harvesting processes at the 
nanoscale. Past recent activity on the 
monolithic and heterogeneous integration 
of electrostatic (figure 1) and piezoelectric 
vibrational energy scavengers, has been 
during last two years redirected and 

f o c u s e d t o t h e s t u d y o f n a n o -
optoelectromechanical systems (NOEMS) 
as energy harvesters. 

Figure 1: Images of a Harvester on Chip 
(HoC) prototype. Cells containing the 
inertial mass and the comb-drive 
electrostatic transducer (b) are integrated 
in a CMOS substrate (a). The in-plane 
resonance (c) is excited with an external 
vibration of 20.4 kHz.

New concepts as  the NEMSTENNA, 
emerged from the combination of a 
rectenna with a NEMS resonator, or the 
OPACMEMS, arisen from the integration 
of a MEMS resonator with an Optical 
Antenna, are being developed in 
collaboration with the group of Prof. Javier 
Alda from Universidad Complutense de 
Madrid (UCM). Both concepts aim at 
extracting energy from electromagnetic 
r a d i a t i o n s i n t h e R F b a n d s 
(NEMSTENNA) and in the optical regions 
(OPACMEMS) with special emphasis at 
wavelengths of λ=1.55 um and λ =10.6 
um in the IR sub-region. In the 
NEMSTENNA (figure 2.a),  a NEMS 
resonator with an embedded permanent 
electrical charge is  excited by the electric 
field of a RF electromagnetic wave. The 
mechanical vibration at the resonance is 
converted to useful electrical power by 
means of a piezoelectric layer integrated in 
the NEMSTENNA element. Alternatively, 
the energy from an IR radiation is 
selectively adsorbed by a tailored optical 
antenna composed by an array of nano-
dipoles, which has been integrated on a 
MEMS resonator (figure 2.b). A positive 
feedback loop es tabl i shed in the 
phenomenological chain: IR-adsorption, 
temperature change, stress induced 
deflection, IR-adsorption dependence on 
the deflection, will produce a self-
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oscillation of the structure if a certain 
threshold power of the incident IR 
radiation is surpassed. 

Figure 2: Sketches of the NEMSTENNA and 
OPCAMEMS concepts.

Another important part of NANERG 
LAB’s activity is currently performed in 
collaboration with Riccardo Rurali at 
ICMAB-CSIC (Institut de Ciència de 
Materials de Barcelona) and Luca 
Gammaitoni (NiPS Laboratory, Università 
di Perugia) in the framework of non-linear 
energy harvesting. In particular,  ab-initio 
calculations of the potential energy 
performed with SIESTA on suspended 
graphene nanoribbons under compressive 
strain have shown the needed bistabilty to 
reproduce at the nanoscale the results in 
Cottone et al. Phys. Rev.  Lett. 102, 080601 
(2009). 

x 

X+ X- 

Figure 3: Potential energy of a graphene 
nanoribbon as a function of the out-of-
p l a n e d e fl e c t i o n , x , f o r d i ff e r e n t 
compressions.brane flat.

In this case, the barrier height and distance 
between the two potential wells produced 
by the stress induced buckling of the 
graphene nanoribbons (figure 3) are 
controlled by the compression as a unique 
parameter.  Optimum compression values 
that maximize the out-of-plane vibrations 
induced by thermal fluctuations are found 
for different nanoribbon geometries  and 
temperatures. A mechanical power in the 
order of pW is  predicted to be harvested 
by a structure 1nm wide by 14nm long 
from thermal fluctuations at T=300K.

Gabriel Abadal Berini for 
NANERG group  in ZEROPOWER 

Figure 1. Hybrid Autonomous Trasceiver. The central unit, here represented by a tablet PC, 
collects data from each HAT and displays the resulting temperature map of  the car.

Hybrid Autonomous 
Trasceiver

 E n e r g y 
harvest ing 
for  Auto-
m o t i v e  
applications  
h a s  b e e n 
deve loped 
within  a 
c o l l a b o -
r a t i o n 

b e t w e e n 
NiPS Laboratory and Wisepower srl. 
HAT (Hybrid Autonomous Transceiver) is 
an energetically autonomous device that 
can be interfaced with a wide variety of 
sensors to measure and transmit physical 
quantities to a central control unit.
In the demonstrator realized we have a 
number of HAT devices equipped with 
temperature sensors for monitoring the 
temperature in a car. 
These devices can be simply placed in 
different locations inside a car and do not 
require any wiring for powering or signal 
transmission. This allows to easily 
repositioning the device if needed. The 
HAT-temperature sensors obtain the 
energy necessary for their functions both 
from ambient light and from car 
vibrations (during car motion). This 
energy powers a temperature sensor, a 
comput ing e lement and a rad io 
transmitter.  The temperature data 
acquired by the sensors is elaborated 

onboard and transmitted to a central unit. 
The central unit (here represented by a 
simple tablet PC in Figure 1) collects the 
information from each HAT device and 
displays the resulting temperature map of 
the car.

Figure 2. HAT device open. Left: electronic 
b o a r d f o r e n e r g y m a n a g e m e n t a n d 
communication. Right: vibration harvester.

The vibration harvester component is  a 
non-linear (bistable) piezoelectric oscillator, 
based on the Volture™ Piezoelectric 
Energy Harvester V21B produced by 
Midé Technology Corporation,  whose 
dynamics has been made bistable by 
adding proper magnets.

The cell located on the box top cover 
complements the kinetic energy provided 
by the vibration harvester and  are 
(18.6x17.6x2.3) mm Sanyo Amorphous 
Solar Cells AM-5610.

The power from the piezoelectric 
cantilever and the solar cell is managed by 
the electronic board where a diodes bridge 
rectifies  the voltage coming from the 
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cantilever and complements the voltage 
generated by the solar cells. 

Figure 3. HAT cover with integrated solar 
cells.

The temperature sensor and the RF board 
is the wireless target board eZ430-
RF2500T by Texas Instruments.  It uses  the 
MSP430F2274, which combines 16-MIPS 
performance with a 200-ksps  10-bit ADC 
and 2 op-amps and is paired with the 
CC2500 2.4 GHz multi-channel RF 
transceiver designed for low-power wireless 
applications.
The eZ430-RF2500T target board is 
completed with an USB receiver plugged 
to a central unit where a proper software 
handles the information’s coming from the 
HATs and displays the information on 
screen.
A movie presentation of the HAT 
performances  is available at the web site of 
Wisepower srl: www.wisepower.it/hat

Helios Vocca for 
Wisepower srl 

SUMMER SCHOOL

Subject: Energy Harvesting in Micro and 
Nanoscale devices
Location: Perugia, IT
Dates: 1-6 Aug. 2011

Some of  the topics covered at the school:

• Introduction to Energy Harvesting (EH)
• Linear and non-linear vibration Harvesting
• Thermoelectric efficiency
• Noise rectification
• Phonon engineering for EH
• MEMS/NEMS design and realization
• Micro/Nano devices for EH
• ICT applications of  EH
• Future technological trends: Beyond CMOS 
technology and Energy Efficiency.

web site: 
www.nipslab.org/summerschool

First self-powered device with wireless data transmission
What is most exciting and most practically usable is  if we can build a self-powered 
system that is driven by the energy harvested from environment and work independently 
and sustainable. This  is  a key step toward self-powered nanotechnology, which is vitally 

important for medical science, environmental mornitoring,  defence technology and even 
personal electrons.  
Scientists  are reporting development of the first self-powered   nano-device that can 
transmit data wirelessly over   long distances. In a study in ACS’s  journal Nano Letters, 

they say it proves the feasibility of a futuristic genre of tiny implantable medical sensors, 
airborne and stationary surveillance cameras and sensors,  wearable personal electronics, 
and other devices that operate independently without batteries  on energy collected from 

the environment. 

Zhong Lin Wang and colleagues at Georgia Institute of Technology explain that 

advances in electronics have opened the door to developing tiny devices that operate 
battery-free on minute amounts  of electricity that can be harvested from the pulse of a 
blood vessel, a gentle breeze, or the motions of a person walking. “It is entirely possible 

to drive the devices  by scavenging energy from sources  in the environment such as gentle 
airflow, vibration, sonic wave, solar, chemical, and/or thermal energy,” the scientists 
explain.
The   device consists of a nanogenerator that produces electricity from such sources, a 

capacitor to store the energy, and electronics  that include a sensor and a radio 
transmitter similar to those in Bluetooth mobile phone headsets. Their device 
transmitted wireless  signals that could be detected by an ordinary commercial radio at 

distances of  more than 30 feet.

Full paper available at: http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/nl201505c

Self-Powered System with Wireless Data Transmission
Youfan Hu, Yan Zhang, Chen Xu, Long Lin, Robert L. Snyder, and Zhong Lin Wang*
School of  Material Science and Engineering, Georgia Institute of  Technology, Atlanta, 
Georgia 30332-0245, United States
Nano Lett., 2011, 11 (6), pp 2572–2577

http://www.wisepower.it/hat
http://www.wisepower.it/hat
http://www.nipslab.org/summerschool
http://www.nipslab.org/summerschool
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/nl201505c#cor1
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/nl201505c#cor1
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of  NANOPOWER project and ZEROPOWER Coordinated Action, 
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within the ICT theme of  the Seventh Framework Programme for 

Research of  the European Commission. 

SAVE THE DATE

DATE EVENT WEBSITE

August 1-4, 2011  - Perugia NiPS Summer School 2011 www.nipslab.org/summerschool

August 29-31, 2011 - Poitiers Microscale Heat Transfer III http://eurotherm91.conference.univ-poitiers.fr/

September 8-9, 2011  - Paris Phonons and Fluctuations 
Workshop

www.em2c.ecp.fr/Members/volz/phonons-and-
fluctuations-2011-1

September 14-15, 2011 - Roma Nanoforum www.nanoforum.it

September 15-16,2011 - Helsinki GUARDIAN ANGELS Workshop http://www.ga-project.eu

October 25-27, 2011  - Cork ZEROPOWER Workshop www.zero-power.eu

November 15-16, 2011  - Boston Energy Harvesting & Storage and 
Wireless Sensor Networks & RTLS

www.idtechex.com/boston

mailto:nanoenergyletters@nipslab.org
mailto:nanoenergyletters@nipslab.org
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/programme/fet_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/programme/fet_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/home_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/home_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/home_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/home_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/home_en.html
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/home_en.html

